Scholarships for Excellence: The College of Engineering, Technology, and Computer Science awarded 73 scholarships totaling $119,081.10 in scholarships to 58 students. Congratulations to our students and thank you to all our donors (see below).

Alfe Heat Treating
Logan Davis ENGR
Scott Trischler ENGR

Armed Forces Communications & Electronics Assn IN Chapter (AFCEA)
Timothy Clay ENGR
Grace Mavity CS
Charles McIntosh ENGR
Andrea Moorman CS
Kyle Murphy CEIT

Attero Tech, LLC
Peter Wirges ENGR

Hal & Hope Broberg Endowed Leadership Scholarship
Nicholas Peters CEIT

Ross Caldwell Architectural Engineering Technology Scholarship
Neil Beauchot MCET
Emily Bendix MCET
Nicholas Bloom MCET
Tyler Bolinger MCET
Valerie Bratten MCET
Uriel Contreras MCET
Chelsea Cox MCET
Kelly Fisher MCET
Lucas Kaiser MCET
Taylor Lantz MCET
Linda Manduka MCET
Austin Mann MCET
Dustin Mann MCET
Tedd Miller MCET
Clayton Philips MCET
Austin Rumsey MCET
Jay Wehrle MCET
James Wormcastle MCET

Vicki and Dan Churchward Endowed Scholarship
Clint Thompson CEIT

Exelis
Caleb Gordon ENGR
Julian Velazquez ENGR

The Mary E. and Carl Geller Memorial Scholarship
Joshua Stetzel CEIT

Fred R. Gideon Memorial Scholarship
Michael Searles CEIT

Theodore F. Hagerman Memorial Scholarship
Neil Beauchot MCET
Nicholas Bloom MCET
Valerie Bratten MCET
Brody Callaghan MCET
Linda Manduka MCET
Tedd Miller MCET
Clayton Philips MCET
Austin Rumsey       MCET
Joshua Sorge        MCET
James Wormcastle    MCET

**Doris R. and David W. Harper Endowed Scholarship in Engineering**

Ivan Valentour      ENGR
Joshua Zuccollo     ENGR

**Indiana Michigan Power**

Benjamin Schafer    ENGR

**John W. Johnson Memorial**

Caland Sembach      ENGR
Sarah Thelen        ENGR

**Dr. Maurice S. M. Lam Memorial**

Austin Christman    ENGR

**Northeast Indiana Construction Advancement Foundation (NICAF)**

Tedd Miller         MCET
Grant Wilson        MCET

**PHD, Inc.**

Alfonso Costas      ENGR

**A. W. Schenkel Memorial Scholarship**

Chelsea Cox         MCET

**Professor Emeritus Lloyd W. Smith Memorial Scholarship**

Neil Beauchot       MCET
Valerie Bratten     MCET
Brody Callaghan     MCET
Chelsea Cox         MCET
Linda Manduka       MCET

**The Carl W. Steeg Jr. Memorial Scholarship**

Cy Bentley          ENGR
Austin Deventer     CEIT

**David P. Swinehart Memorial Scholarship**

Sarah Kimble        OLS

**The Fred Zollner Memorial Foundation**

Sukaynah Abu-Mulaweh ENGR
Allyson Barton       CEIT
Timothy Boles        ENGR
Aaron Dills          CS
Jeremy Francis       CS
Gerard Guell Bartrina ENGR
Roberto Melendez-Amaya ENGR
Benjamin Rairigh     CEIT
James Schwartz       CEIT
Thomas Sobieck       MCET
Tiffany Temple       ENGR
Tyler Teter          MCET
Karl Wangensten-Oeye ENGR